Getting dressed every morning shouldn’t be something dreaded, especially on a day as special as prom. Unbound Elegance is an adaptive formal look specifically created for highschool-aged women who are non-ambulatory, but still possess upper body mobility.

Special design features are highlighted to make it easier than ever for the prom queen to not only look incredible in an on trend style designed exclusively for her needs, but to also dress herself with ease never before experienced. This dress is designed for the independent woman who wants to shine on the dance floor in a dress as innovative as she is.
**Technical Details**

**Bodice**

- Halter style bodice that is separate from the skirt to promote greater ease in dressing oneself in a style that is still fashion forward.
- Lengthened waistline that tucks into the bottom of the bodice, preventing unwanted exposure in the seated position with an elastic band that ensures optimum comfort and ease in dressing.
- Magnetic closures on neck and center back for maximum independence in self-dressing that is discreet and concealed.
- Area of reinforced, heavier fabric designed to withstand ample movement and extended wear time in the seated position that is still fluid with the color and design of the entire dress.

**Skirt**

- Assymetric, magnetic front closure that is cohesive with style lines and design of bodice for easy access in the seated position.
- Mermaid style skirt that is slimming in the waist that also creates a focal point at the knees and below in a stylish design.
- Fabrication of both pieces of this garment are a comfortable blend of polyester and cotton for breathability and mobility.